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Who are we? 



Our team
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40 years



→

We excel in the creative reuse 
of existing buildings. Always 
focussing on building resilience 

Retrofit where possible. The 
greatest asset an organisation 
has is its built fabric, both in 
spatial and carbon terms

We have learnt how to tread 
lightly designing to have a low 
carbon impact.



Diverse retrofit types 



Cunningham House

















→

The Climate Emergency





“Net Zero Carbon”
Operational +

+  Embodied
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Why focus on retrofit?

80% of the homes we will be living in 
by 2050 will 
have already been built



→

Key Passive House principles



→

Best practice



→

The unintended consequences of 
piecemeal upgrades:

Poorer Comfort & Health of Occupants

Weakened Condition & durability of 
building

Negative value of building



→

Different construction principles and 
materials

older buildings manage moisture quite 
differently

most older buildings were built to be 
flexible (modern construction rigid and 
brittle)

older buildings tended to use fewer 
elements, many of which provided a 
number of roles in the building

traditional buildings used a limited palette 
of mainly natural materials

maintenance of internal and external 
finishes was assumed in traditional 
buildings.



→

How to implement a successful 
Retrofit?

A holistic evaluation process such as 
PAS 2035:2019



Nansen Street



→

Retrofit of a 
Glasgow Tenement
Identifying performance requirements 

Understanding how the building performs now

Applying PAS2035 Principles to curate retrofit 
options(using a Cost/Benefit analysis)

Understanding the Heating options

Setting out an upgrade roadmap



→

EnerPHit

OR

The Energy Efficiency Standard for 
Social Housing (EESSH2)

"....only the EnerPHit options reaches or approaches net zero (in theory) because of 
the significant energy cost savings associated with it. EESSH2 would need further 
investment to bridge that gap. It is also the case that building performance analysis 
tends to suggest that less rigorous retrofit is more likely to suffer poorer 
performance over time."



→

Capital cost and carbon effectiveness



→

Heating Options

Onsite renewables such as  heat pumps to 
electrify heat demand  

Air source heat pumps

or

Ground source heat pumps

or

Water source heat pumps 

…OR?



→

Building a retrofit 
roadmap
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